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Abstract: Minced meat substitution is one of the most common forms of food fraud in the meat
industry. Recently, Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) has been used for the classification and identification
of minced meat types. However, conventional methods are based only on spectral information and
ignore the spatial variability of the data. Moreover, these methods first tend to reduce the size of the
data, which to some extent ignores the abstract level information and does not preserve the spatial
information. Therefore, this work proposes a novel Isos-bestic wavelength reduction method for
the different minced meat types, by retaining only Myoglobin pigments (Mb) in the meat spectra.
A total of 60 HSI cubes are acquired using Fx 10 Hyperspectral sensor. For each HSI cube, a set of
preprocessing schemes is applied to extract the Region of Interest (ROI) and spectral preprocessing,
i.e., Golay filtering. Later, these preprocessed HSI cubes are fed into a 3D-Convolutional Neural
Network (3D-CNN) model for nonlinear feature extraction and classification. The proposed pipeline
outperformed several state-of-the-art methods, with an overall accuracy of 94.0%.

Keywords: minced meat; classification; deep learning; myoglobin spectral features; isos-bestic
wavelength reduction

1. Introduction

Hyperspectral Imaging (HSI) systems are an advanced form of imaging system, which have
been used in a plethora of research areas such as remote sensing [1,2], food science, chemistry [3],
medical imaging [4] and other raw materials [5]. HSI systems eliminate the use of traditional imaging
systems such as monochromic images, 3-channel images (RGB), and Multi-spectral imaging techniques
in terms of accuracy, processing, and spatial information [6]. Thus, the combination of spatial and
spectral information across the electromagnetic spectrum provides a unique signature for its material,
which helps in inspection, authentication, classification, and identification of different materials.

The HSI system also provides the visualization of its material, utilizing an image alongside
the distribution of its chemical components. By definition, HSI provides information in the form of
cubical structure, i.e., 3-dimensional cube (called Spectral cube); HSI : X, Y, λ → R, where [X, Y]
represents spatial coordinates, λ explains the fundamental wavelength of an image and R represents
the reflectance of minced meat. This entire electromagnetic spectrum (wavelength (λ)) generates a
chemical composition (nature) of the material via the intensity of the reflected light. Moreover, the HSI
system forms a stack of images throughout its entire wavelength, where each image is a gray-scale
(monochromic) and commonly represented as a band at each point of wavelength (Bλ) and defined as
Bλ : X×Y [7].
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As earlier explained, HSI has been used for many real-world applications, and one of them is
minced meat identification and classification. Minced meat is enriched with nutritional values such
as iron and protein, which contains all the essential vitamins required for human growth. Minced
meat is widely used in a variety of food products such as meatballs, burgers, and sausages, etc.
Therefore, minced meat identification to prevent substitution is getting more attention from the
research community [8,9]. Accurate identification of minced meat not only minimizes the issues (risk)
of human health (gastric cancer, allergies, blood pressure, and type-2 diabetes) [10], but it also helps
in investigating substitution fraud [11,12]. Substitution is the most common form of fraud due to its
incredible impact on economic gain, i.e., inexpensive meat will give more revenue than expensive
meat, which ultimately affects consumer religion, wealth, and lifestyle [13,14].

HSI processing used traditional Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) methods to
prevent minced meat frauds [15]. These methods are faster and efficient [16,17] than laboratory-based
control measures such as pH meter, Drip-loss, and water holding capacity (WHC) [18]. For instance,
Sanz et al. [16] introduced a study to differentiate and classify between four types of lamb muscles.
The principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to reduce the dimensions of the HSI system.
For the selected wavelengths, linear discrimination analysis outperformed the linear least mean
squares classifier, multilayer perceptron with scaled conjugate gradient, variant of the Support Vector
Machine (v-SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Logistic Regression (LR). Velas et al. [19] proposed
a method to classify the marbling of 35 beef samples. The sample types include longissimus dorsi and
are examined through the HSI sensor. For better classification, each muscle was examined through the
Decision Tree (DT). Similarly, Barbon et al. [20] used the DT approach to identify and classify chicken
meat based on the REP Tree method and achieved an overall precision of 77.20%.

Minced meat identification process usually include color, pH and texture parameters [17,21–23]
analysis. For example, Liu et. al. [21] used quality parameters such as; Moisture Content (MC), and the
color of beef meat was examined for (0–75 s) through microwave heating treatment. Color parameters
(L*, a*), and their related Maygpbin (Mb) percentage were investigated for the mean spectrum of
beef samples. The prediction model—Partial Least Square Regression Model (PLSR) coefficient of
determination for prediction data R2

P = 0.890, Root Mean Square Error (RMSEP) = 0.735, and Residual
Predictive Deviation (RPD) = 2.733 were established for a* values. In another work, Liu et al. [22]
investigated the quality of pork meat for predicting the color and pH of salted meat. To reduce
the dimensions of the HSI cube, PCA was used and the results show L* = 0.723, a* = 0.726, and
pH = 0.86 for the coefficients of determination (R2

cv, cv = cross-validation) and RMSEcv of 2.898,
1.408, and 0.073 respectively. Similarly, in 2020, Xu et al. [23] experimented on an entire HSI
cube of real salmon fillets through several feature descriptors such as Gray-level Co-occurrence
Matrix (GLCM), variogram, Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), and Local Binary Pattern
(LBP). The obtained results showed HOG features outperformed with 97% accuracy for the red meat.
In addition, Ayaz et al. [24] performed the classification of multiple minced meat types (beef, mutton,
and chicken). To perform better classification, myoglobin spectral features were used with the SVM
algorithm which outperformed the mostly used method by achieving an overall accuracy of 88.8%.

However, in most cases, traditional approaches applied to complex 3D HSI cube require
several feature extraction steps [23], which reduces the effectiveness of the classification model [25].
Besides, they are also limited to the use of spectral information [26]. Irrespective of these
methods, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) allows both spatial and spectral information of
HSI-system [15,27]. For instance, Al-Sarayreh et al. [6] proposed an in-depth model for beef, lamb,
pork, and fat adulteration based on SVM, 1D and 3D CNN [28] for identification and classification of
different meat types. The result indicates the 3D CNN model outperforms with 94.4%, as compared to
the traditional techniques. Similarly, in another work, Al-Sarayerh et al. [29] used 3D CNN to classify
red-meat using snapshot HSI.

Chunk meat classification and identification have been explored through CNN models and
showed remarkable results as compared to the traditional methods. However, CNN has not yet been
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used for minced meat identification and classification. Therefore, this work proposes the identification
of minced meat through classification using Deep Learning (DL) techniques, which follow the process
of pixel-based classification of minced meat. This work also proposes the novel isos-bestic point band
reduction approach using myoglobin (Mb) pigments irrespective of traditional wavelength reduction
techniques. In our previous work [24], we have utilized the absorption feature spectrum of minced
meat to perform spectral classification and used the entire spectrum rather than reduced spectra. In a
nutshell, the following steps are followed.

1. Collection and mincing of meat types using two cross blades.
2. HSI system is used for image acquisition and image correction.
3. Reduction of dimensionality using Isos-bestic point in Mb pigments to retain maximum

color information.
4. Classification of minced meat types using KNN, SVM, and 3D-CNN.

The rest of the paper is structured as; Section 2, sampling process, and HSI-sensor data acquisition
is explained with image correction and pre-processing. This section also explains the Isos-bestic point
wavelength reduction along with the classification techniques. Section 3, discuss the information
found in the minced meat spectrum, alongside achieved classification results for both traditional and
state-of-the-art DL methods. Finally, Section 4 concludes the work with future directions.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Preparation of Samples

The minced meat used in this study consists of 20 beef and 20 chicken and 19 mutton samples to
make a total of 59 meat samples. Meat samples were brought from the local butcher market within
1 hour of slaughter. To preserve the freshness of the meat, each meat was stored in an ice cooler
with two ice-cubes to maintain moderate temperature. These were then minced over an interval of
approx. 5 to 7 s by using a minced meat maker with two cross blades, as shown in Figure 1. The entire
mincing process was performed under the room temperature of our laboratory in Rahim Yar Khan,
Pakistan. The mincer was cleaned correctly before the sampling process to avoid any contamination.
The mincing of meat removes the issue of weight and size for each sample, using a standard size of
65 kg for each meat type. The processed samples are then passed to the HSI conveyor belt through a
cylindrical container.

Figure 1. The entire process of sample preparation; (a) represents chuck meat; and (b) represents the
minced meat.

2.2. Hyperspectral Imaging System (HSI)

The hyperspectral camera used in this study is Specim FX-10. A push-broom (line scanning)
system, which is considered as a standard way of collecting lab-oriented spatial-spectral information.
HSI camera is equipped to capture an electromagnetic spectrum of visible and near-infrared range
(400 nm × 1000 nm). The system includes a conveyor belt with a translational try of 21 × 40 cm,
which moves with the speed of 25 mm/s at an exposure time of 16 ms and frame rate of 60 Hz.
The sensor is also coupled with a lens of 1.4/8 mm and three halogen lamps of 75 Watts for each
light. The system was also connected to a laptop via serial port to generate three raw extension files
containing information of minced meat, (ceramic) white reference tile, and a dark reference cube.
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2.2.1. Image Correction

The HSI system used in this study formulates 224 spectral bands (λ) with the spatial size of
1024 × 512 [X, Y]. The raw information of minced meat contains spectral radiance, which further needs
correction to generate accurate reflectance. The whole process is performed due to the involvement of
light effect, pixel size, atmospheric changes. Therefore, an imperial line method [30] is used to calculate
accurate reflectance by using the following Equation (1):

Re f =
IR − ID
IW − ID

(1)

where Re f is the accurate reflectance of minced meat as shown in Figure 2 and represents the Re f
values of chicken, beef, and mutton over the entire wavelength range of the HSI sensor. IR is radiance
spectral information, and ID is a dark current cube (generally, 0% reflectance), and IW represents white
reference (generally, 99% reflectance). The acquired sample of HSI sensor formulates a total size of
789× 512× 224, which further needs spatial-spectral pre-processing.
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Figure 2. Mean reflectance spectrum for beef, mutton and chicken minced meat.

2.2.2. Spatial Pre-Processing

The HSI system formulates high spatial information throughout the entire visible to near-infrared
(VNIR) region. Each image in the captured spectrum contains information about the minced meat with
the background of the translational tray. Therefore, to limit the computational complexity, the region
of interest (ROI) needs to be extracted by computing a true-color image by mean of the correlation
coefficient method [31]. The extracted ROI goes to the process of the blob analysis technique to
formulate a static size of 60× 50× 224 [24], which are represented in Figure 3. Each image in its true
color form represents its texture, such as Figure 3a represents beef minced meat texture and Figure 3c
represents chicken minced meat texture.

(a) beef minced meat (b) mutton minced meat (c) chicken minced meat

Figure 3. Generated Regions of Interest (ROIs) for primary minced meat types. (a) Beef minced meat;
(b) mutton minced meat; (c) chicken minced meat
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2.2.3. Spectral Pre-Processing

The formulated reflectance cube contains random noises due to the scattering of light falling
on the minced meat. These effects of light can cause undesired spectral variations in the spectrum,
which may not be equivalent to the studies and cause unreliable effects in the classification process.
Therefore, to normalize the irregularities in the spectra Savitzky Golay Filtering method is applied
by using two-degree polynomial and eleven point filters respectively [32]. Thus, a smooth spectrum
is formulated that contains the maximum information regarding the chemical composition of each
minced meat type.

2.3. Isos-Bestic Point Reduction

The spectrum of minced meat in 400 × 1000 nm represents several characteristics, such as the
scort absorption band [33], at 470× 630 nm Mb pigments and 780 and 980 O-H bond information [16].
In meat chemistry, the formation of muscle color is due to the Mb pigments, which are further divided
into three stages: DEXA-Mb, OXA-Mb, and meta-Mb. According to the studies, the Iso-bestic band in
the minced meat spectrum is at the fixpoint of 525 nm, which contains equal concentration for each
stage of Mb pigments [34]. This point in the minced meat spectrum is utilized to select the informative
color bands by using the following Equation (2).

Rb =
Re fλ

Re f49
(2)

where Rb is the pre-processed spectrum, Re fλ represents the accurate reflectance with λ as entire
wavelength range and Re f49 represents the wavelength of 525 nm [24]. Since Mb pigment (color) is
the primary source for the identification and classification of each minced meat type, and to reduce
the spectral dimension, the pre-processed spectrum under the interval of 0 to 1 is considered as most
useful as shown in Equation (3).

Rc =

{
Rb ≤ 1, Rb = true

else > 1, Rb = f alse
(3)

where Rc is the reduced spectrum consisting of 44 spectral bands under the range of 0 to 1 reflectance
level. The reduced spectrum contains only the Mb pigment information found in minced meat spectra
as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Spectral band reduction of minced meat spectrum; the red line represents the selected bands
and blue line represents the Isos-bestic point scaling of the reflectance spectra.
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2.4. Classification

2.4.1. Multivariate Data Analysis

To perform supervised classification of the minced meat types, statistical classifiers such as
support vector machine (SVM) and k nearest neighbor (KNN) have been applied to validate the
classification results.

SVM

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the supervised model that analyzes the data to perform
classification. SVM is one of the most used prediction methods based on the statistical learning
framework. The main aim of SVM is to find the optimal maximum marginal (hyperplanes) distance
between the support vectors (linear or non-linear). Thus, SVM acts as a binary classifier (one vs.
Rest), by separating one class to one side of the hyperplane and making rest to the other side of the
hyperplane [16].

KNN

K nearest neighbors (KNN), is the pattern recognition algorithm used for classification problems.
It is a non-parametric method, which inputs K closest training samples and outputs the class based on
membership function. The algorithm works on a distance function based on the voting of its nearest
neighbors by using the Euclidean distance-based measuring [35].

2.4.2. Deep Convolution Neural Network

Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) is referred to as a fully connected network that
uses numerous layers to extract nonlinear features. The principled estimation is to extract the features
by directly applying several convolutions and kernel parameters on raw image [36]. However, the HSI
system belongs to an advanced spectroscopy technique and constructs more than hundred of images.
These images processed through 2D-CNN can be prone to over-fitting due to a large number of kernels
parameters and computational cost [26].

To counter these issues [37], a deeper complex convolutional model of deep learning is required
(3D-CNN) [28]. The 3D-CNN comprehends the HSI cube by using 3D kernels and 3D convolutional
operations to extract the significant spatial-spectral information automatically as shown in Figure 5,
which is further illustrated by the following equation;

Vxyz
Pij = f (

LP−1

∑
l=0

MP−1

∑
m=0

NP−1

∑
n=0

Qlmn
Pj V(x+l)(y+m)(z+n)

(P−1)i + bPi) (4)

where P indicates the convolution layer, i indicates the features learned from the previous layer,
j represents the number of kernels, LP represents the height, MP represents the width, NP represents
the depth of spectral cube, bPi represents the bias, Vxyz

Pij gives the output of the feature learned on the

ith cube of (x, y, z) through convolution and kernel implementation and Qlmn
Pj represents kernel by

(l, m, n)th values to the ith feature cube. Further, f represents the activation function rectified linear
units (ReLUs) f = max(0, v) and optimizer ’Adam’ is used to optimize the loss function (categorically
cross entropy); E(θ) = − 1

p ∑
p
i=1 ∑m

j=1 (j = Z(i))log(g(i)j ) where p represents number of samples and
m represents number of classes. Conversely, Z , g represent the model vectors and θ represents the
model biases and weights.
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Figure 5. Proposed 3D-Convolutional model for minced meat classification. (A) represents the
3D-Convolutional Neural Network (3D-CNN) framework and (B) represents the Convolution and
Kernel Operation for 3D Spectral Cube.

3. Results and Discussion

This section explains the experiment held for the classification of meat types through the
traditional ML technique (SVM, KNN) and state-of-the-art 3D-DL model. Furthermore, to validate
the blind test, accuracy matrices such as precision, recall, and F1-score are also evaluated.
Initially, the experiments are performed on an online platform called Google Colab [38] with the
features of Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), 25 GB of Random Access Memory (RAM), and 358:27 GB
of storage capacity. Since the HSI system acquires 100s of images for a single sample, in this work a
total of 60× 44 = 2640 images are used, which gives validation of a reasonable dataset to construct a
non-linear model. To perform the supervised learning, experimental data is divided into a 30%/70%
ratio for the test and train set, on which Training samples are further divided into 80%/20% for the
Training and Validation. In a nutshell, 42 samples are considered for training, and 17 samples are used
as a blind test set.

3.1. Minced Meat Spectral Analysis

Spectral cubes of minced meat samples were obtained by the HSI system, distributed along
the VNIR region. The selected region of interest (ROI) of 3000 pixels was extracted from the entire
spectral images. Finally, the average reflectance spectrum was calculated as the original smooth spectra.
The average spectrum can be seen in Figure 2.

The extracted spectra of the HSI system in the VNIR region contain several pieces of information
about the overtones and other molecular bonds of C-H, O-H, and N-H. Specifically, the wavelength
of 970 nm, which is the second overtone of absorption in minced meat. Besides, the information of
color (Mb pigments) in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum vary from species to species
and within the animals of one species as well. This color information presents the most important
variations in the minced meat spectrum, as color is the primary indicator for the consumer to buy their
desired meat. Therefore, Figure 6 represents the important wavelength extracted from the Isos-bestic
point division.
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Figure 6. Reduced spectrum of minced meat, representing Myoglobin pigments (Mb) pigments
information for each minced meat types.

3.2. Classification of Minced Meat

To compare with deep models, two traditional classifier SVM and KNN were used one after
the other. A train set of 42 samples cube’s (training set) containing 1848 images was passed to
the classifiers with 132,000 features in each cube. For SVM, the kernel function (RBF) was used,
with a classification type of one vs. all approaches. However, for KNN, a total number of 8 neighbors
with a leaf size of 30 were used respectively. The confusion matrix for SVM and KNN classifier can
be seen in Figure 7a,b, which represents the number of samples successfully classified on blind test
set (60× 50× 44 = 132,000) for both traditional classifiers and achieved the classification accuracy of
0.82 respectively. In addition to that, the entire reflectance is also analyzed and compared with the
proposed band reduction method, as shown in Figure 7b for K-NN and Figure 7d for SVM classifier.
The proposed method outperformed the entire spectral classification method by achieving the overall
accuracy of 0.82.

3.2.1. 3D-DL and Architecture

In a generalization of the previous studies, deep models outperform conventional methods due to
the non-linear information it preserves such as edge, shape, intensity points, and color. Therefore, in the
proposed 3D-convolutional model, numerous empirics were conducted to construct effective, optimal
architecture. During construction of the 3D-DL model over-fitting may occur, therefore to avoid
the process of over-fitting the dropout technique [39] was implemented by using dropout layers.
The details of the proposed structure are given in Table 1, in which conv3D represents the convolutional
layer and max3D represents the pooling layer for downsampling. The proposed convolutional structure
follows the hierarchy of 6 layers in total: A layer of 3-Dimenstional input with the size of X, Y, λ

(X = row, Y = colums, λ = channels). A total of two 3D convolutions are used to extract the
feature maps, which is followed by a 3D max-pooling layer. A kernel size of 8 and 4 is used for each
convolution layer with 3× 3× 3 filters for each layer. The activation function at each layer is ’relu’.

Furthermore, the features maps are fully connected (dense layer) with a 256-layer feature extractor
through the activation function “relu”. The output layer is then fully connected with a 3 softmax layer
to predict the valuable outcome of minced meat. Moreover, in a deep model learning, rate is also a
sensitive issue; therefore, in this work, an Adam [40] optimizer is implemented with a step size of
0.001. In general, the model required 30 epochs to train until its convergence and the converge model
performed adequately and showed a stable convergence in both validation and training, as presented
in Figure 7d.
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(a) K-NN using Isos-bestic (b) K-NN using 224 spectral band (c) SVM using Isos-bestic

(d) SVM using 224 spectral band (e) DL model using Isos-bestic (f) DL model using 224 spectral band

(g) Accuracy and Loss curve using Isos-bestic
DL model.

(h) Accuracy and Loss curve using entire spectral
wavelength.

Figure 7. Confusion matrix for 17 blind spatial-spectral cubes, where (a,c,e) represent the confusion
matrix of Support Vector Machine (SVM), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Deep Learning (DL) model
using proposed band reduction method; and (b,d,f) represents the confusion metrics for entire spectral
bands; (g,h) represent the training and validation loss/accuracy curves for the proposed architecture.

Table 1. Structure for 3D-DL Architecture.

Layers Kernels Filters Activation Output Size Params

Input layer — — — (None, 60, 50, 44) 0

conv3d (Conv3D) 8 3× 3× 3 relu (None, 58, 48, 42) 224

conv3d (Conv3D) 8 3× 3× 3 relu (None, 56, 46, 40) 1736

max pooling — — — (None, 28, 23, 20) 0

flatten (Flatten) — — — (None, 51520) 0

dense (Dense) — — relu (None, 256) 13,189,376

dropout (0.4) — — — (None, 256) 0

dense (Dense) — — — (None, 3) 771

Total Trainable Parameters = 21, 105, 579
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3.3. Comparison with SVM and KNN

3.3.1. Principle Component Analysis-Based Comparison

In comparison with a widely used method such as PCA, the overall accuracy of the deep model
is 81%, whereas the accuracy achieved by Isos-bestic point base reduction is 94%. The increase in
performance is due to the spectral behavior in conventional machine learning and deep learning
algorithm as PCA preserves the most information in the first image, which gets lower in the next and
one after the other, subjugating the actual spectral response. However, the Isos-bestic band reduction
preserves the spectral information for the myoglobin pigments and reduce the HSI-cube by retaining
the spectral response and subcategories of Mb pigments. The detailed information of the spectral
behavior can be seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The spectral behaviour of principal component analysis (PCA) based band reduction and
proposed (Isos-bestic) band reduction method.

3.3.2. Model Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed 3D-DL model, several statistical tests have been
analyzed, including overall accuracy, F1-score, precision, and Recall through the following equations;

OA =
1
M

M

∑
k=1

Truep
k (5)

Precision =
1
M

M

∑
k=1

TrueP
k

TrueP
k + FalseP

k
(6)

Recall =
1
M

M

∑
k=1

TrueP
k

TrueP
k + FalseN

k
(7)

F1− Score =
2× (Recall × Precision)
(Recall + Precision)

(8)

The values used in the above equations are computed through the confusion matrix. Where TrueP

and FalseP represents the true and false positive, FalseN represents the false-negative and M represents
the number of samples. The statistical tests are presented in Table 2, where one can easily observe the
statistical significance of our proposed model than the traditional classifier. In addition to that, Table 3
represents the overall accuracy (OA) of the traditional and state-of-the-art DL models and showed the
DL model outperformed statistical classifier by computing the overall accuracy of 94% respectively.
Where DL-PCA represents the accuracy achieved by pca based reduction of minced meat and DL-Isos
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represents the band reduction using Isos-bestic point wavelength-division. However, after the deep
spatial-spectral analysis of minced meat spectra, some misclassification always remains due to intense
similarities in the spectral information of mutton and beef spectra.

Table 2. Statistical evaluation of SVM, KNN and DL model of Isos-bestic reduction.

Classifier Beef Chicken Mutton

Precision

KNN 0.67 0.99 0.99
SVM 0.71 0.99 0.75
DL 0.86 0.99 0.99

Recall

KNN 0.99 0.99 0.40
SVM 0.83 0.99 0.60
DL 0.99 0.99 0.80

F1 score

KNN 0.80 0.99 0.57
SVM 0.77 0.99 0.67
DL 0.92 0.99 0.89

Table 3. The overall accuracy (OA) achieved by each classifer.

Classifier Beef Chicken Mutton OA

KNN-Isos 0.99 0.99 0.40 0.82

KNN-PCA 0.80 0.99 0.40 0.75

KNN-224 0.83 0.99 0.40 0.75

SVM-Isos 0.83 0.99 0.60 0.82

SVM-PCA 0.40 0.99 0.40 0.62

SVM-224 0.83 0.99 0.40 0.75

DL-Isos 0.99 0.99 0.80 0.94

DL-PCA 0.99 0.99 0.40 0.81

DL-224 0.50 0.99 0.40 0.64

4. Conclusions

Meat classification is the most valuable task in the meat industry, and it has been investigated
for multiple food frauds. The proposed study investigates the correctness and potential of HSI
systems, through conventional classification methods and state-of-the-art deep models respectively.
The non-linear features extracted by the DL model provide a robust classification for a different type of
meat using only the Mb pigment region in comparison with the traditional machine learning algorithm.
The proposed structure outperforms traditional spectral methods by achieving an accuracy of 94.00%
rather than correlation methods. Also, the DL architecture provides fast and reliable classification to
remove the limitation of manual tools used in the meat industry. Furthermore, the future direction of
our study is to analyze the classification of adulteration fraud in the food industry using myoglobin
spectral response and deep learning models.
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